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Never put flammble or volatile substances
into the unit as this could result in a fire or
an explosion.

damage it, possibly resulting in an electrical

on the power
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If it is unavoidable to install the cooler in
a damp location, you will also need to
install an electrical leakage circuit breaker.
Without this, this could result in electrical
shock.

Never hang from the door or climb onto
the unit. The unit could tip over or fall
and cause damage and/or injury.

Before moving the equipment, disconnect
the unit from the wall outlet and make sure 
that the power cord is not damaged during
transport. A damaged power cord could
result in electrical shock and/or fire.

Remember to use the handle when closing 
or opening the unit. Holding from other 
positions could lead to pinched fingers and
injury. 

Do not push your hand or apply excessive 
force against the unit’s glass surfaces as the 
glass could break and cause injury.

When disconnecting the power cord plug
from the wall outlet, hold from the base of
the plug. Pulling the cold could cause damage
to the wire and possibly resulting in 
overheating and fire.

Take care when moving the unit to prevent
tipping or falling. A falling unit could cause
serious injury.

Do not throw items onto the shelves or
place items totaling more than 30kg on 
each shelf. The shelf could damage and 
possibly cause injury.

Make sure when moving or replacing shelves
that they are correctly placed and secure.
An incorrectly placed shelf could fall and
cause injury.

Please make sure to leave at atleast 10cm between
the cooler and wall for ventilation. If there is not 
enough adequate airflow, this will lower the cabinets
cooling capacity.
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Restarting the unit immediately after it has been turned off may may cause fuses to blow and
activate the circuit-breaker. The compressor may be overloaded, and/or other damage may occur.

The thermostat has  already set to factory standard. To cool the cooler, turn dial to the right
and raise the tempereture, turn left. Excessive refrigeration will increase electricity consumption
unnecessarily.

Defrosting is performed automatically and waste water is collected in the drip tray.
Water in the drip tray is evaporated automatically. When in humid conditions, they may be
more water in the drip tray, so this will have to be emtied manually once a day.
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